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Polaris Holdings Web Service

Tip:
If a vendor simply wants to display 
a specific title from your catalog in 
your Polaris PowerPAC, perhaps 
opening a separate window from a 
link on the vendor site to do so, the 
vendor can use “deep link” URLs. 
For details, see “Deep Links to 
Polaris PowerPAC” in the Polaris 
Public Access Administration Guide 
or the equivalent topic in Polaris 
staff client online Help.

The Polaris Holdings Web service provides holdings and item availability 
information for a title in the Polaris catalog. This service is intended for the 
use of third-party vendors who want to integrate item availability from 
their Polaris customers’ catalogs on their own sites with the services they 
provide to these customers. It is possible for a vendor to “screen-scrape” 
the Polaris PowerPAC user interface to gather item availability 
information; however, the Polaris Holdings Web service offers a well-
defined public interface to the holdings information in the Polaris catalog. 
The interface includes a link to a complete service description, the ability to 
test each operation, and sample SOAP requests and responses.

The URL path to the web service is: 

http://{PowerPAC-URL}/services/catalog/holdings.asmx

where {PowerPAC-URL} is your PAC URL.

The service offers three Web methods:
: GetSummary() - Returns counts for total number of titles in the 

system or selected branch, total number of items in the system or 
selected branch, and total number of items with a status of In in 
the system or selected branch.

: GetBrief() - Returns all data from GetSummary() plus brief 
bibliographic information for each of the titles.

: GetDetails() - Returns all data from GetSummary() and GetBrief() 
plus specific item information for each item.

A call to any of the these methods will return at most 10 titles.  For example, 
if there are more than 10 bibliographic records in the catalog with the 
specified ISBN (an unlikely situation), only the first 10 will be returned.  
However, there is no limit to the number of items that are included in the 
counts and listing of item details.
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The Polaris Administration tables for availability display determine the list 
of items that is returned. If an organization ID other than 1 (system) is 
specified, the local availability is returned. If the system is specified, the 
holdings match those you see in Polaris PowerPAC when viewing the 
system level of item availability for the title.

GetSummary()

Input Parameters

IDType - One of the following: 'isbn', 'upc', 'oclc', 'cn' 

ID - ID of title being requested

BranchID - Organization ID of holdings to be displayed (1 for system level)

Sample Output

GetBrief()

Input Parameters

IDType - One of the following: 'isbn', 'upc', 'oclc', 'cn'

ID - ID of title being requested

BranchID - Organization ID of holdings to be displayed (1 for system level)
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Sample Output

GetDetails()

Input Parameters

IDType - One of the following: 'isbn', 'upc', 'oclc', 'cn'

ID - ID of title being requested

BranchID - Organization ID of holdings to be displayed (1 for system level)
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Sample Output


